


(continued) ingress door instructions: u (continued) egress door instructions:

A clearance hole for the anti-rotational screw must be drilled into the door frame before mounting the switch module; its position is 

given on the templates. For anti-tamper purposes, the switch module has two sites for an anti-rotational threaded stud; only one 

site will be used depending on which installation plan is chosen. Thread the screw into hole until about 1/4" of the screw remains 

outside the module. 

#6 screw 

Mark & pilot-drill all hole locations. The single clearance hole 

for the anti-rotational screw must now be drilled to 3/16" or 

7/32" diameter. Drill the 3 mounting hole locations for the #10 

screw (#21 bit) . .&_Drill the Removal-Tamper screw location 
for the #6 screw (#35 bit). Hold the switch module in position:

Drive each screw in until seated, securing the device. 

A CAUTION: Magnasphere's magnet module and anti
removal magnet are extremely powerful: Take precautions 
to avoid the magnetic attraction between the magnet and 
ferrous metals (or other magnets). Align the magnet 

module directly below the switch module. Determine whether 

spacers are needed to achieve mounted alignment of the 

modules. Hold the magnet module and any necessary spacers 

in position. Drill the 4 hole locations for #10 screws (#21 bit). 

Drive each screw in location until each has seated, securing 

the device. 

Insert the Removal-Tamper magnet and then the Removal

Tamper plug into the 3/8" hole at the face of the switch module. 

Check the gap between modules. The mechanical installation 

of the set is complete. 
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Mark & pilot-drill all hole locations. The single clearance hole 

for the anti-rotational screw must now be drilled to 3/16" or 

7/32" diameter. Drill the 2 mounting hole locations for the #6 

screw (#35 bit). Hold the switch module in position: Drive each 

screw in until seated, securing the device. 

A CAUTION: Magnasphere's magnet module and anti
removal magnet are extremely powerful: Take precautions 
to avoid the magnetic attraction between the magnet and 
ferrous metals (or other magnets). Align the magnet 

module directly below the switch module. Determine whether 

spacers are needed to achieve mounted alignment of the 

modules. Hold the magnet module and any necessary spacers 

in position. Drill the 4 hole locations for #10 screws (#21 bit). 

Drive each screw in location until each has seated, securing 

the device. 

Insert the Removal-Tamper magnet and then the Removal

Tamper plug into the 3/8" hole at the face of the switch module. 

Check the gap between modules. The mechanical installation 

of the set is complete. 

**Recommended placement to meet door opening and alarm requirements of UL634 Level 2. This guide is one means to meet this 

standard. Installations which fulfill its requirements are not restricted to the specific recommendations in this instruction set. 

Additional mounting hardware, resistor configurations, cable lengths, and other variants are available. 2-2017 L2X-0XX-INST REV3

#5977873, #6506987, #6803845, #7291794, #7944334, #8314698, #6087936, 

#6603378, #7023308, #RE39731, #8228191, #8648720 & Other Patents Pending MAGNASPHERE'' I[]
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